
My unique and expansive background high-

lights a skill-set of: content creation and com-

munications, marketing and social media, and 

business strategy and development.  

I’ve developed a history of solving complex 

business challenges through divergent think-

ing; successfully bridging business goals with 

creative strategy. 

My experiences as a business owner as well as 

working with both non-profits and Fortune 500 

companies have primed me for an increasingly 

fast-paced world, allowing me to adapt quickly 

and pivot to the needs of the organization and 

clients alike.

J.H. STILLMAN GROUP
JANUARY 2015 - FEBRUARY 2018

CHICK-FIL-A, INC. 
AUGUST 2012 - AUGUST 2014

WORK HISTORY

QUICK TAKEAWAYS:
• Self-Starter, Rapid Learner, Divergent Thinker, Creative 

Strategist, Entrepreneurial Spirit

INTERESTING FACTS:
• Taylor Swift had me over for dinner once

• I’ve traveled to over 40 countries

FAN OF:
• Road-trips, NPR, Photography, International Develop-

ment, Thai Food, and the Oxford Comma

FUN STUFF 

EDUCATION

LIBERTY 
UNIVERSITY
Lynchburg, Virginia

Aug 2011 - Dec. 2014

B.S.: BUSINESS
ADMINISTRATION
MAJOR: MARKETING

GPA: 3.8

Magna Cum Laude Graduate

ENTREPRENEUR

DIGITAL 
STRATEGIST

PROJECT 
MANAGEMENT 
INTERN

COCA-COLA CONSOLIDATED

MAY 2013 - AUGUST 2013

JOHNMARK CONKLIN
2159 Beverley Road Brooklyn, NY 11226

johnmark@jhstillman.com

(770)-689-8247

FRANK HARRISON
COCA-COLA 
CONSOLIDATED

Chairman & Chief 
Executive Officer

ALYSON DAICHENDT
DELOITTE 
CONSULTING, LLP

Managing Director, 
Human Capital 
Practice

MARK MILLER
CHICK-FIL-A, INC.

Senior VP: 
Organizational 
Effectiveness

REFERENCES

ABOUT MESKILLS PROFILE

CONTENT 
CREATION & 
COMMUNICATIONS

MARKETING & 
SOCIAL MEDIA

BUSINESS 
STRATEGY &
DEVELOPMENT

• Learned cutting-edge best practices from industry leader Duarte Inc, attending 

workshops and working collaboratively with Editorial Director to create content 

that mattered.

• Transformed organizational goals into meaningful content in the form of 

articles, blog posts, and internal content for companies including:  Chick-Fil-A, 

Duarte, Justin Charles Apparel, and Coca-Cola.

• Led creative team to facilitate website design and strategic email campaigns 

within my own  organization— the J.H. Stillman Group.

• Launched successful content marketing campaign around the #honestcaptions 

hashtag to encourage online authenticity and human connectivity; now a 

collection of over 30,000 Instagram photos from around the globe.

• Delivered presentations across cultures and continents, volunteering in the 

third world and speaking to the boards of both CFA and Coke.

• Researched and developed a comprehensive digital strategy for the Impact 360 

Institute, a non-profit educational subsidiary within the Chick-fil-A portfolio. 

• Planned recruiting events nationwide for the above institute including sourcing 

travel, partnering with vendors, and often speaking to groups of 100+

• Leveraged Facebook and Amazon advertising tools  and developed  loss leader 

content to increase social following 30%.

• Skilled with various creative and project management tools including: Adobe 

Creative Cloud, Microsoft Office, Mail Chimp, Squarespace, Shopify, and Wrike.

• Capitalized on gap in recycling marketplace to build a paper recycling company 

boasting six-figures in revenue and a 35% operating profit within nine-months.  

• Built mutually beneficially relationships with two Fortune 500 companies to 

reach entrepreneurial and organizational goals. 

• Identified opportunity for corporate social responsibility maintaining profitability 

while funding the construction of a library in Addis Ababa, Ethiopia.

• Created communication scorecards to help cross-functional teams within 

Coca-Cola Consolidated define success and share data across the organization 

more effectively. 

• Developed powerful internal resources at Coke synthesizing complex concepts 

and translating them into understandable narratives with tangible action items. 


